TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK
FROM: R.A. DALLAIRE
INFO: SITUATION CENTER, DPKO, NEW YORK
PRIVATE: MAJ G HN
FORCE COMMANDER
UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA

FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053 FAX: (250) 84265

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION:

UNOMUR
UNAMIR (NAIROBI)
UNROD (NAIROBI)
ALCE-DTE (NAIROBI)
MILOB GP HQ
GHANBATT
TIN COY

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 261800B JUN TO 270600B JUN 94.
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: FOUR

DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP FOR THE MENTIONED PERIOD.

2. REGARDS.

Cameron NY. Pes Pes Pes Unamur
FROM UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 261800E JUN TO 270600E JUN 94.

1. GEN SITUATION. THE GENERAL SITUATION HAS BEEN RELATIVELY QUIET BUT REMAINS UNPREDICTABLE. HOWEVER, INTERMITTENT SHELLING AND EXCHANGES OF 81MM FIRE CONTINUED IN THE WESTERN AND SOUTH WESTERN PARTS OF THE CITY. THE MAIN AREAS OF FIGHTING WERE AROUND CAMP KACHIRI, KIMIHURURA, GIKONDO, CITY CENTER AND AROUND HOTEL MERIDIEN. THE HOTEL TOOK SOME DIRECT HITS OF SMALL ARMS FIRE. THERE IS NO CHANGE IN MILITIA AND INTERHAMWE ACTIVITIES. THERE IS NO CHANGE IN THE SITUATION IN THE NORTH AND IN THE SOUTH. A MEDAL PRESENTATION PARADE FOR THE GHANAIAN CONTINGENT WILL BE HELD AT 1600 HRS TODAY. THE EXERCISE ON THE TRANSFER OF DISPLACED PERSONS REMAIN SUSPENDED FOR SECURITY REASONS. A SIX MEMBER GHANAIAN DELEGATION HEADED BY COL NC COLEMAN WILL ARRIVE KIGALI TODAY FOR A THREE-DAY OFFICIAL VISIT. TWO MILOB ESCORT TEAMS LEFT FOR KAGUTUMBA THIS MORNING WITH UNAMIR PERSONNEL PROCEEDING TO NAIROBI. SAME TEAM WILL ESCORT PERSONNEL ARRIVING FROM NAIROBI TO KIGALI. THE FRENCH TROOPS ARE REPORTED TO BE DISARMING THE INTERHAMWE/MILITIA GROUPS AND DISMANTLING THEIR CHECK POINTS IN THE KIBUYE AND CYANGUGU AREAS. THE RPF HAS SEIZED SOME CASSETTES FROM JOURNALISTS LEAVING RWANDA THROUGH MERAMA HILLS.

2. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES. THE INTERIM PM OF BURUNDI HAS BEEN REPORTED AS SAYING THAT THE CRISIS IN HIS COUNTRY HAS REACHED THE CEILING NOW AND CAN EXPLODE AT ANYTIME. THE INTERIM PM OF RWANDA HAS SAID THAT THE INTERIM ADMINISTRATION IS NOT READY TO TALK PEACE WITH THE RPF. HE FURTHER STATED THAT WITH RESUPPLIES COMING IN THE RGF COULD OVERTURN THE TABLE VERY SOON.

3. FACTIoNAL ACTIVITIES.

A. RPF. RPF CONTINUED THEIR PRESSURE ON RGF POSITIONS IN KIMIHURURA, GIKONDO AND NYAMIRAMBO WITH ART/ Mortar, HMG AND 81MM FIRE OVER NIGHT AND THIS MORNING. NO CHANGES IN THEIR DISPOSITION IN THE NORTH AND SOUTH ARE KNOWN.

B. RGF. CONTINUING TO ABSORB RPF PRESSURE FROM THE POCKETS OF RESISTANCE LEFT IN THE CITY AND CONTINUING TO FIGHT BACK FROM THEIR POSITIONS IN KIMIHURURA AND GIKONDO AND SOME HIGH GROUND DOMINATING THE CITY. THERE IS NO CHANGE IN THEIR DISPOSITIONS IN THE NORTH AND IN THE SOUTH. THEIR MORALE REMAINS HIGH.

C. MILITIA. CONTINUE TO CONTROL AND MAN ROAD BLOCKS AND CHECK POINTS IN RGF HELD AREAS WHERE THEY STILL POSE A THREAT TO THE CIVILIAN POPULATION, REPORTED TO HAVE BEEN DISARMED BY THE FRENCH IN THE WESTERN PART OF THE COUNTRY.
4. **OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES**

**A. FORCE HQ.** Normal routine works were conducted during the period. FC held his staff brief at 1900 hrs. A six member Ghanaian govt. delegation is expected to arrive in Kigali today. A small reception was held to mark the medals presentation ceremony yesterday.

**B. DRCOMDR.** AREA OF OPERATION REMAINS CALM. Conducted routine patrols. Nothing significant to report.

**C. GHANMATT.** AREA AROUND KIA REMAINS GENERALLY CALM. Continued to provide security at KIA, Amahoro Stadium and Force HQ. Provided protection and humanitarian assistance to displaced people at KIA and Amahoro Stadium. Conducted patrols around KIA from 2200 hrs to 2315 hrs and 0400 hrs to 0520 hrs. A medals presentation parade for the Ghanaian contingent will be held at 1600 hrs today.

**D. TM PLATOON (+).** Areas of operation were tense during the period. Some shells landed in and around hotel Meridien compound. Some rounds of small arms fire hit some rooms in the Meridien hotel. Provided security to the displaced persons at Meridien hotel and King Faisal Hospital.

**E. MILOR.** Two escort teams left for Kagitumba with personnel proceeding to Nairobi.

5. **UNCTPOL.** There are none in Rwanda at the moment.

6. **HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.** The transfer of displaced persons remained suspended due to the security situation. An attempt will be made today to transfer some wounded persons from the ICRC Hospital to King Faisal Hospital.

7. **CIVIL AFFAIRS.** NTR.

8. **LOGISTICS.** No change from last SITREP.

9. **KINC.** Reference our SITREP covering 260600 to 261800 please add the following:

The DFC met with the COS RGF in the afternoon. He explained the rationale behind the evacuation of the Francophone UNMO to Nairobi. On the resumption of the crash fire talks the COS said that an agreement had been signed in Tunis and all that mattered now is to finalize the crash fire SOPs at this end. The COS also said that he thinks that the evacuation exercise in his view could continue except for St Mitchell.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL NR</th>
<th>DTG</th>
<th>OCCURRENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>270100</td>
<td>Confirm if the patients from ICRC Hospital can be transferred to King Fahal Hospital this morning. Clearance not yet received from RPP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>270830</td>
<td>The LO RGf could not be located yesterday so the clearance for the Ghanaian delegation could not be signed. We are expecting the clearance this morning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>